
Character Generation

it's time to start rolling_______________________
roll 3d6 seven times, and pick six. check the 
modifiers; if the total of all mods is negative, you 
may reroll.

stat modifiers:__________________________________
3 -3 18 +3
4-5 -2 16-17 +2
5-8 -1 13-15 +1
stat effects are marked on your character sheet

pick a class:___________________________________
fighter - better at killing, special combat options
cleric - wanna be a paladin without falling?
magic-user - squishy but lethal. and explosive.
specialist - more indiana jones, less ninja
savage - wilderness survival and magic powers
other - you want to be something else? talk to me.

skills:_____________________________________
all characters start with one dot in all standard 
skills. most get a +1 bonus to one skill. specialists 
get 4 free points in any skills of their choice, & 
start with 1p each in occultism and physic.
fighters: sneak attack
clerics: physic
magic-users: occultism
savages: +3 to bushcraft or occultism

at 4th, 7th, & 10th level this skill increases by one

note: you can switch most skills for another 
sensible one, just ask me first  - and tell me why 
your character is different. after all, every 
mercenary camp needs a doctor..

saving throws______________________________
remember, against physical attacks you can add your 
bonuses for a helmet, against magic you can add your 
int mod and bonuses from any wardng items, and you 
can add your wisdom mod to any non-magical save.

fighter: par 14, poi 12, brt 15, dev 13, mag 16
cleric par 14, poi 11, brt 16, dev 12, mag 15
magic-user par 13 , poi 13, brt 16, dev 13, mag 14
specialist par 14, poi 16, brt 15, dev 14, mag 14
savage par 11, poi 10, brt 12, dev 16, mag 16

hit points_____________________________________
roll a die, based on your class, and add your 
constitution modifier. if you roll under the 
minimum number, you can keep the minimum.

fighter: 1d8 8 minimum hp
cleric, specialist: 1d6 4
magic-user: 1d4 3
savage: 1d10 6

math is hard, let's go shopping___________________
oh, wait. 
anyway, ask me how we're handling starting money,  
then flip this sheet over.  weapons are pretty 
abstract in this game. "great" weapons are huge 
battle axes, two-handed swords, and the like. 
"medium" is where most of it will lie. "small" 
covers lighter, faster weapons like the handaxe and 
short sword. "minor" weapons are billy clubs, knives, 
etc. they have a hard time getting through heavier 
armor but you can take them pretty much anywhere.
write down what kind of weapon you want - 
"medium" is all well and good, but I still need to 
know whether that's a warhammer or an armng 
sword. 

encumbrance___________________________________
see those lines on the back of your character sheet? 
that's your encumbrance. fill out any items you're 
carrying in it. "non-encumbering" items aren't 
tracked - write them in the smaller box to the side. 
Keep track of where your stuff is stashed, and be 
aware that anything in a backpack or sack over your 
shoulder is basically inaccessible in combat. 
"oversized" items  add a full level of encumbrance.
weapons and armor_____________________________
groovy, you've got toys. fill in the spaces on the 
front of your character sheet.
fighters get +2 attack bonus, everyone else gets +1. 
all non-fighter classes cross out the "press", 
"defensive" and "parry, ac +4" options; fighters 
cross out the "parry, ac+2" option. 

if you have a gun, note the reload times with the 
following modifiers (calculate in this order)
base reload: 10 rounds
dexterity modifier: subtract from base
cartridges or apostles -1 rd
rifle x 1.5
no lock x 0.75
flintlock x 0.5
breechloader x 0.5

fighters round any fractions down, all other 
classes round up. 
flintlocks and breechloaders may not be available in 
your game, ask the dm.



General Store (1g p= 50sp = 500cp)

mêlée weapons______________dmg_-_special_______
great    50sp/ – 1d10 – 2h
medium  20sp/50sp 1d8
small   10/10 sp 1d6
minor     5sp/5sp 1d4 - low pen
rapier 15 p/ – 1d8 - low pen
spear 5sp/3sp 1d6 - reach, set.
staff 5sp/3sp 1d4 - 2h, +1 ac
polearm 30 sp/10sp 1d8 - reach, set, hi pen
cestus    10 sp /– 1d3 - low pen
garrote   5 sp – 1d6 - req. grapple
whip 10sp/5sp 1d3 - no pen
lance 30 sp – 1d10 - 1h on horse
mancatcher 20 sp – none -  paralyzes
silver: price x10, 10% break chance on all attacks

missile weapons______dmg_________rng__________spl____
blowgun 5sp/–    0 20/50/80
bow, long 45sp– 1d6 50/600/900
bow,short 25sp 1d6 50/300/450
xbow, heavy 30 sp/ – 1d8 50/200/600 3rd rld
xbow, light 25 sp/ – 1d6 50/150/400 2rd rld
rock free 1d2 10/20/30
sling 1sp/5cp 1d4 50/300/450
dart 1 sp 1d4 10/20/30
weapon, throwing: see melee 10/20/30     spear+30' lr

guns_________cost____dmg___ccdmg____rng/feet_  _____  
pistol, comp.    25/50sp   1d4 n/a  10/20/50         
pistol, std. 1d8          min  25/50/100       
pistol, drg. 1d8 min    30/60/150     
carbine 1d8 min  50/75/300     
caliver 1d10 sml 50/150/600     
musketoon+ 1d10 med 50/200/600
rest 5 sp -- sml    ---
hybrid rest      +10sp -- as weapon ---
+ requires a rest or save to shoot

ammunition________________________________________
Apostle/cart's 50 cp powder, 1 load 3/5cp
powder, barrel 150 sp powder horn 1sp (50 shots)
matchcord, yd 1sp shot, scatter: 1sp
shot, round 2cp shot, sling 2cp
grenade 5/7sp bolt/arrow 5cp

armor_________________________________________
leather 25/50   ac14 chain        100/ – ac16
plate* 1,500+sp ac18 shield       10 sp   +1m+2r
breast/back 50/100     ac14 buffcoat  15/30  +1ac
tassets 25/50       +1 juju bag   20/5sp +1 mst
bone armor --/25sp ac14, +2mst
kettle hat 25/50 +1ac, +2pst    secrete   5/10   +1pst
morion 15/30 +1ac + 1pst  

animals_________city/rural______________________
carrier pigeon   100 sp/100 sp dog       1 sp/2 sp 
horse, riding     100 sp/100 sp horse,  war   500 sp 
mule       50 sp/25 sp pony       75/50 sp
generic livestock  10 sp/5 sp 

containers ____________________________________
backpack    3 sp/1 sp pouch 5/1 cp 
saddlebag    1 sp 5 cp sack     5/2 cp 
barrel       1 sp/5 sp     chest 10/5 sp 
quiver   5 sp/10 sp vial, empty  5/7cp 
waterskin       1sp 
miscellaneous equipment ________________________
air bladder 1sp block&tackle 2/3sp
caltrop 5 cp chain, per foot 1 /2sp
chalk 1 cp pots/pans 1sp/5 cp 
crampons 5 sp crowbar 2sp
drill 5 sp grappling hook 5/10sp
manacles  10/15 sp lock >7sp
mus. inst. >1 sp hourglass 100 sp/– 
mallet 3cp spike, iron 3/5 cp 
wooden  spike 1cp nails 1cp  
pick, miner’s 6/12 sp pipe 1/5 cp 
pole, 10' 1sp/5 cp riding gear 25/10 sp 
rope, 50'     3sp shovel   3sp 
spyglass 250 sp spec’s tools  50sp 
ladder, 10' 10/7 sp fishing gear 1 sp 
lard 1cp soap  1cp 
clothes, fine >20 sp normal 5/2sp 
poor 1sp/5 cp winter travel 10/5sp
tent, grand 25 sp pavilion 50 sp– 
personal 5/10 sp regular 10/20 sp 
bedroll 2 /1 sp tinderbox 1/5sp
candle 1 cp lantern 3/5 sp
 torch 1 cp flask, lamp oil 5cp

miscellaneous equipment ________________________
ink 1/5 cp pen 1/5cp
paper,sheet 2cp book, blank 5 /10 sp 
book,reading 10/20sp book,spell  100 sp 
map, kingdom 10/25 sp local   1/5 sp 
scroll case 1/3sp garlic 3/1cp 
tobacco  1/5 cp wolvesbane 1sp/1cp 
holy symbols silver >25sp
steel/iron 10sp wood 1sp/1cp 
holy water 25sp mirror, glass 10/15 sp 
silver >30 sp steel 1/5 sp 

food_&_lodging____________________________________
wine/liquor, poor 5/2cp decent > 1 sp
rich > 10 sp  drink, cheap    1cp 
decent 3/2 cp good 6/4 cp 
rich >10sp meal, fancy 1sp/5cp 
horrid 2/1 cp rich > 10 sp 
standard 5cp/3cp rat's,iron,1 day    2/1sp 
st'd, 1 day 1sp/5cp feed, animal  1sp/5cp
night in barn 1 cp rent, 1 month* 30/ 15sp
inn, poor   1sp/5cp   average 5/2 sp   
secure   10/5 sp fancy > 25 sp  
*per 10ft^2
services ___________________________________________
post, local 1 sp municipal 5 sp
kingdom 15sp outrealm 25sp
coach, local 1 sp travel, per day 10sp 
charter, per day 20 sp freight, lb/day 5cp
ship, passage, day 2 sp charter, day 100 sp

   vehicles _______________________________________  
cart 50/25 sp coach >500 sp 
wagon 150sp/75 sp boat, skin    5 sp 
canoe 30/25 sp lifeboat 100 sp 
river galley 4ksp/8k sp riverboat 1k/2k 
yacht 6/12k sp cog 15k 
caravel 39k carrack 48k
galleon 60k brig 90k
corvee 135k frigate 180k 

 italicized items are non-encumbering. items listed in 
both italics and bold are oversized. 


